Invitation to webinar
To be advertised on university websites, calendar, social media and mailed to potentially interested groups among partner universities’ staff and their PhD-students

The impact of the digital transformation is profound and far-reaching, affecting nearly all spheres of life. Notably, universities are currently facing the challenge on how to effectively teach on questions related to the digital transformation and may have to give up traditional subjects and topics to make room for the new societal demands and needs. The core task of universities is to prepare specialists capable of understanding, analyzing, and mastering complex realities characteristic of the information intensive, digital, and artificial intelligence era. Universities themselves are expected to function as digitally capable, effective modern organizations that use ICTs to improve their functioning and ‘service delivery’ in society.

We hereby invite you to the webinar:

**Teaching and learning online: experiences, challenges, and opportunities from four countries**

When: 9 March, kl. 13-15 (UTC + 01:00, Stockholm)
Where: via Zoom link (will be sent upon registration)

With the purpose of establishing a long-term and strategic cooperation among Linköping University (Sweden), University of Tartu (Estonia), Dnipro University of Technology (Ukraine) and Human Constanta (NGOs employing academics from Belarus), to strengthen the partners’ capabilities of designing and providing high quality education, within the internationalization project: Embracing Digitalization in the Academia: International Collaboration for Capacity Building and Innovation (EMDIAC). Welcome to listen and to engage in discussion with our invited speakers:

- **Prof. Dr. Karin Axelsson**, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Linköping University, Sweden
- **Associate Prof. Dr. Per Sandén**, Senior Lecturer, Department of Thematic Studies, Linköping University
- **Dr. Aune Valk**, Vice Rector for Academic Affairs, University of Tartu, Estonia
- **Dr. Mykola Trehub**, Vice-rector for Perspective Development, Dnipro University of Technology, Ukraine
- **Associate Prof. Dr. Siarhei Liubimau**, Department of Social Sciences. Lead at Laboratory of Critical Urbanism, at the European Humanities University, Lithuania

Kindly register online for this event: [https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=7Bg_kSZ_X0yoFnhP6aWO3fBPruCKZh9Fj13la2XTkUxUMThKU1BVM1hKMIU4OEi3OEdUOVZPMjYxWi4u](https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=7Bg_kSZ_X0yoFnhP6aWO3fBPruCKZh9Fj13la2XTkUxUMThKU1BVM1hKMIU4OEi3OEdUOVZPMjYxWi4u)

For any inquiries about the event please contact: Dr. Mariana S. Gustafsson, mariana.s.gustafsson@liu.se